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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The war in Bosnia and Herzegovina came about as a result of the breakup of Yugoslavia. Crisis emerged in Yugoslavia with the weakening of the Communist system at the end of the Cold War. In Yugoslavia, the national Communist party, officially called Alliance or League of Communists of Yugoslavia, was losing its ideological potency, while the nationalist and separatist ideologies were on the rise in the late 1980s. This was particularly noticeable in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and to a lesser extent in Slovenia and Republic of Macedonia.

Bosnia and Herzegovina has historically been a multi-ethnic state. In 1990, its population included approximately 43% of Bosnians, 31% of Serbs, and 17% of Croats. In the first multi-party election that took place in November 1990 in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the three largest nationalist parties in the country won, the Party of Democratic Action, the Serbian Democratic Party and the Croatian Democratic Union. These parties divided political power along their ethnic lines.

Throughout 1991, international and national political maneuvering failed to prevent Bosnia from slipping into civil war. On March 5, 1992, the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina declaration its independence and Serbs paramilitary forces, supported by the former Yugoslavian army attacked different parts of the country. Within a short time, state administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina effectively ceased to function having lost control over large swathes of its territory. The Serbs wanted all lands where Serbs had a majority, eastern and western Bosnia. The Croats and their leader Franjo Tudjman also aimed at securing parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina as Croatian. The policies of Franjo Tudjman towards Bosnia and Herzegovina were never totally transparent and always included the ultimate aim of expanding Croatia's borders. The Bosnian civil population was an easy target, because the Bosnian government forces were poorly equipped and unprepared for the war.

This collection consists of materials related to the former Yugoslavia, particularly Bosnia, and presidential decision-making. This collection provides researchers with the opportunity to develop a comprehensive picture of the many issues and the impacts of U.S. policy on the newly-created republics.

Issues addressed include diplomatic recognition, humanitarian relief, military intervention, and international negotiations. Documentation consists of cables, NSC materials, press releases, press summaries, news items, and letters from Congress. The press releases originated with such organizations as the White House Press Office, the UN, and AmeriCares (a charitable organization). Many of the press summaries were faxed to the White House by the Republic of Serbia's Ministry of Information. Letters from members of Congress urge action of one kind or another in the Balkans and often include supporting material such as newspaper articles or reports. Most responses to Congress are form letters created by the Administration.
SOURCE AND EDITORIAL NOTE

The documents reproduced in this publication constitute the complete FOIA request listed as: 1998-0102-FL Records on Bosnia and the Former Yugoslavia. These are records of George Bush, in the custody of the George Bush Presidential Library, College Station, Texas. All available documents have been filmed in their entirety and as they are arranged at the library.

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

The following abbreviations and acronyms are used in this guide.

CEA  Council of Economic Advisers
CF   Confidential File
G-24 The Group of Twenty-Four, or the Twenty-four largest industrialized countries
H.R. House Resolution (U.S. House of Representatives)
OA/ID Oversized Attachment ID
S.R. Senate Resolution (U.S. Senate)
UN United Nations
REEL INDEX

The following is a listing of the folders comprising the microfilm publication entitled *George H. W. Bush and Foreign Affairs 1989-1993, Part 2: Bosnia and the Situation in the Former Yugoslavia*. The Reel Index lists the series and subseries, the folder number and folder title, as well as a listing of the major subjects for each folder.

REEL 1

*Folder #*

**White House Office of Records Management: Subject Files**

[1] CO Countries: Confidential Files (365003).


[3] CO 165 Countries: Russia—Confidential Files (299731).

[4] CO 165 Countries: Russia—Confidential Files (318082).
   *Major subjects:* Croatia; Sanctions, U.S.

   *Major subject:* Kosovo.

   *Major subjects:* Arms embargo; Slovenia; Croatia; Serbia; Democratic Alliance of Kosovo.

   *Major subjects:* Coup d'etat, military; Serbia.

   *Major subjects:* Democratic Alliance of Kosovo; Rugova, Ibrahim.

   *Major subject:* Yugoslavia.


    *Major subjects:* Croatia; Slovenia.

    *Major subject:* U.S. embassy, Belgrade.


   Major subjects: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

   Major subjects: Constructive engagement policy; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

   Major subjects: Croatia; Human rights violations.

   Major subjects: Congressional opinion, U.S.

   Major subjects: Croatia; World War II; Chetniks.

   Major subjects: Albania; Croatia; Slovenia.

   Major subject: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

   Major subject: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

   Major subject: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

   Major subjects: Public opinion; Roman Catholic Church.

   Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia; Serbia; Bugajski, Janusz.

   Major subject: Croatia.

   Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia.
CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (285018).
Major subjects: Ethnic Albanians; Coordinative Council of Albanian Political Parties in Yugoslavia; Kosovo.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (285069).
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; National Bank of Yugoslavia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (285397).
Major subjects: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (286773).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (288128).
Major subjects: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (291351).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (292018).
Major subjects: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (293346).
Major subjects: Cana, Zekeria; Ethnic Albanians.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (293576).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (294480).
Major subjects: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (295391).
Major subjects: Senatorial opinion, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (296258).
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Congressional opinion, U.S.; Congressional opinion, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (299518).
Major subject: Slovenia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (299596).
Major subject: Public opinion.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (299636).
Major subjects: Senatorial opinion, U.S.; Croatia; Slovenia.
CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (301412).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia; Congressional opinion, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (301412).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (301913SS).
Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (303675).
Major subject: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (307346).
Major subjects: Croatia; Public opinion.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (309981SS).
Major subjects: Croatia; Milosevic, Slobodan.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (310639).
Major subject: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (313228).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (313273).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (315096).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (319676).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (320577).
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (322004).
Major subjects: Croatia; Sanctions, U.S.; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Sanctions, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (322699).
Major subject: Bosnia-Herzegovina.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (322963).
Major subjects: Croatia; Humanitarian aid, U.S.
CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (326020).
Major subject: Public opinion.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (328171).
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Sanctions, U.S.; Serbia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (328334).
Major subjects: Croatia; Ethnic Serbians; Human rights violations; Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (329403).
Major subjects: Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Serbia; Montenegro.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (329665).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (330869).
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Sanctions, U.S.; Serbia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (333044).
Major subjects: Greece; Macedonia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (343258).
Major subject: Ethnic Albanians.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (344045).
Major subject: Bosnia-Herzegovina.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (344527).
Major subjects: Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Detention camps; Ethnic cleansing; Congressional opinion, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (348402SS).
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Ethnic cleansing; Serbia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (361699SS).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (159038).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (173118).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (173998).
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (175454).
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia.
CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (180341).
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (257394).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (25844).
Major subject: Military intervention, U.S.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (259587).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (259657).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (262407).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (297523).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (300086).
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White House Office of Records Management: Subject Files cont.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (314634).
Major subject: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Croatia.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (317169).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (323573).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (324643).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (325284SS).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (325467).

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (327813).
Major subjects: Croatia; Convention on International Civil Aviation.

CO 176 Countries: Yugoslavia, Socialist Federal Republic of (337206SS).
    *Major subjects:* Albania; Serbia; Ethnic Albanians.


[97] FO 002 Foreign Affairs: Diplomatic Affairs—Consular Relations: Confidential Files (138578SS).


[99] FO 002 Foreign Affairs: Diplomatic Affairs—Consular Relations: Confidential Files (313036SS).

[100] FO 002 Foreign Affairs: Diplomatic Affairs—Consular Relations: Confidential Files (324447SS).

    *Major subjects:* Consular Convention; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

    *Major subject:* Croatia.

[103] FO 003-02 Foreign Affairs: Mutual Security—Confidential Files (186175).

[104] FO 003-02 Foreign Affairs: Mutual Security—Confidential Files (293075SS).
    *Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Refugees; Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance Fund, U.S.
FO 003-02 Foreign Affairs: Mutual Security—Confidential Files (346467SS).
\textit{Major subjects:} Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Refugees; Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance Fund, U.S.

FO 008-01 Foreign Affairs: Foreign Travel of Administration Officials—Confidential Files (262800).

HU 013-99 Human Rights: Other Ethnic Groups (291894SS).
\textit{Major subjects:} Croatian-Americans; Croatia.

IT 086-22 International Organizations: UN Security Council (272252).
\textit{Major subject:} Croatia.

\textit{Major subjects:} Croatia; Slovenia.

\textit{Major subject:} Croatia.

\textit{Major subjects:} Croatia; Slovenia; Serbia; Roman Catholic Church.


\textit{Major subject:} Bosnia-Herzegovina.

\textit{Major subject:} Bosnia-Herzegovina.

\textit{Major subjects:} Bosnia-Herzegovina; Helsinki Watch.


\textit{Major subjects:} Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia.

TA 001 Trade: Boycotts— Embargoes (292581).
TA 001 Trade: Boycotts—Embargoes (311169).

TA 001 Trade: Boycotts—Embargoes (356598).
Major subjects: Serbia; Montenegro; Sanctions, U.S.

TA 001 Trade: Boycotts—Embargoes: Confidential Files (289735SS).

TA 004 Trade: Boycotts—Embargoes (346675SS).
Major subjects: Trade; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Generalized System of Preferences (GSP); Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Macedonia; Slovenia.

White House Staff and Office Files

Council of Economic Advisors

John B. Taylor files
[123] John B. Taylor, Member CEA, Yugoslavia [OA/ID 04330-002].
Major subjects: Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Economy; Poland; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Major subjects: Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Economy.

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

Jim Snyder Files
[125] Croatia & Slovenia [OA/ID 07179-021].
Major subjects: Press/media; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Slovenia; Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Office of Legislative Affairs

James Renne Files
[126] Yugoslavia [OA/ID 07244-009].
Major subjects: Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Peace efforts.

National Security Council

Craig Chellis Files
[127] CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe]—Yugoslavia Crisis [OA/ID CFO1441-002].

Blair Dorminey Files
[128] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF00232-003].
Nancy B. Dyke Files

Major subjects: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF).

Major subjects: Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Saudi Arabia.

Major subjects: International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Macedonia; Refugees; Macedonia; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[133] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01424-010] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: UN; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Peace efforts; Peacekeeping forces; Atlantic Council of the United States; Humanitarian aid, international.
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White House Staff and Office Files cont.

National Security Council cont.

Nancy B. Dyke Files cont.

[134] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01424-011] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Albania; UN Security Council; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Yugoslavia conference; Ceasefire agreements; Peace efforts; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; UN; Peacekeeping forces; Serbia; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Ethnic cleansing.

[135] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01424-012] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: UN; UN Security Council; Peacekeeping forces; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Croatia.
Major subjects: Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Refugees.

[137] Yugoslavia: Public Diplomacy [OA/ID CF01424-014].
Major subjects: U.S. Information Agency (USIA); International Media Fund; Media relations; Croatia.

Major subjects: UN War Crimes Commission; Human rights violations; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, UN.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Kosovo; Macedonia; Montenegro; Serbia; Slovenia; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees.

Major subjects: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees; G-24.

Major subject: Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: International Rescue Committee; Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Detention camps; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Refugees.

Yugoslavia: Humanitarian, July and August 1992 [OA/ID CF01933-005] [3 of 4].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Refugees; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA).

Major subjects: Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Yugoslavia: Humanitarian, December 1992 [OA/ID CF01934-008] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees; United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF); International Organization for Migration; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs.

Yugoslavia: Humanitarian, December 1992 [OA/ID CF01934-010] [3 of 3].

Yugoslavia: Humanitarian #2 [OA/ID CF01934-011].
Major subjects: Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international.

David Gompert Files
Bosnia I [OA/ID CF01301-001] [1 of 4].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Bush, George H. W.

Bosnia I [OA/ID CF01301-002] [2 of 4].
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National Security Council cont.

David Gompert Files cont.
[155] Bosnia I [OA/ID CF01301-003] [3 of 4].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Bush, George H. W.

[156] Bosnia I [OA/ID CF01301-004] [4 of 4].
Major subjects: United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Peacekeeping forces; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Bush, George H. W.

[157] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01306-004] [1 of 2].
Major subject: Serbia.

[158] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01306-005] [2 of 2].
Major subject: Refugees.

Jane Holl Files
[159] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-006] [1 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Serbian Krajina, Republic of; Hungary.

[160] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-007] [2 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Serbian Krajina, Republic of.

[161] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-008] [3 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Serbian Krajina, Republic of; Public opinion.

[162] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-009] [4 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Public opinion.

[163] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-010] [5 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Congressional opinion, U.S.; Public opinion.

[164] Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01401-011] [6 of 6].
Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia; Congressional opinion, U.S.

Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Draskovic, Vuk.

Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Serbian Krajina, Republic of; Public opinion.
Major subjects: Sanctions, UN; Macedonia; Croatia; Slovenia; Vance, Cyrus R.; Electrical industry.

Major subject: Croatia.

Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; UN; Macedonia.

Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia; Peace efforts; Serbia.


[172] Yugoslavia: March 1992 [OA/ID CF01401-020] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia.

Major subjects: UN Security Council Resolutions; Human rights violations; Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).
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National Security Council cont.

Jane Holl Files cont.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, UN; Croatia; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Slovenia; Serbia; Macedonia; Montenegro; Refugees.

Major subjects: Serbia; Economy; Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA); Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Sanctions, UN; Serbia; U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID); UN; Press/media; Cheney, Richard; Iraq; Middle East.
Major subjects: Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Ethnic cleansing; Press/media;
Bosnia-Herzegovina; Milosevic, Slobodan; AmeriCares; Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Major subjects: International Civil Aviation Organization; Human rights
violations; Human rights violations; Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Serbia; Croatia;
Europe; Peace efforts.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Serbia; Peace
efforts; Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Milosevic,
Slobodan; Russia; Economy.

Major subjects: Serbia; Milosevic, Slobodan; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia;
Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Peace efforts; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid,
U.S.; UN Security Council.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, UN; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Serbia; Kosovo.

Major subjects: Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Peace
efforts; France; Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Press/media; Humanitarian aid, U.S.


Major subjects: Roskin, Michael G.; Serbia; Ethnic cleansing; Press/media;
Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Serbia; Yugoslavia conference; Emergency Refugee and
Migration Assistance Fund, U.S.; Refugees; Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Slovenia;
Macedonia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP).

Major subjects: Serbia; UN; Nenzio, Zoran D.; S.R. 306; U.S. Information
Agency (USIA); Press/media.
Major subjects: Transportation Department, U.S.; Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Slovenia; Croatia; Public opinion.

Major subjects: Refugees; Slovenia; Croatia; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Peace efforts; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Serbia.

Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia; Slovenia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia; Slovenia.

Major subjects: Public opinion; Croatia; Slovenia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[201] Yugoslavia: April 1992 [OA/ID CF01402-003] [3 of 6].
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Serbia; Public opinion; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA).

Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Peacekeeping forces; Macedonia; Sanctions, U.S.

Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Slovenia; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Slovenia.

[205] Yugoslavia: General [OA/ID CF01403-019] [1 of 2].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; UN.

[206] Yugoslavia: General [OA/ID CF01403-020] [2 of 2].
Major subjects: UN Security Council Resolutions; Peacekeeping forces; UN; Geneva Agreement of November 1991; Vance, Cyrus R.; Croatia.

Major subjects: Serbia; Panic, Milan; Milosevic, Slobodan; UN Security Council Resolutions.
Major subjects: Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international; Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA); Kosovo.
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Major subjects: Refugees; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Sanctions, U.S.; Serbia; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

Major subjects: Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; London Conference.

[211] Yugoslavia: October 1992 [OA/ID CF01403-005] [5 of 6].
Major subject: Serbia.

Major subjects: Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; London Conference; Sanctions, UN; Defense Department, U.S.; House Foreign Affairs Committee, U.S.

Major subjects: Rostow, Eugene V.; Serbia.

Major subjects: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Major subjects: Albanian American Civic League; Serbia; Sanctions, UN.

Major subject: Humanitarian aid, international.
Major subjects: Sanctions, UN; Tudjman, Franjo; Ćosić Dobrica; Humanitarian aid, U.S.; Raska region; Vojvodina; Demographics; Serbia.

Major subjects: Saudi Arabia; Kosovo; UN Security Council Resolutions; Refugees; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

Major subject: Serbia.

[220] Yugoslavia: November 1992 [OA/ID CF01403-014] [3 of 4].
Major subject: Serbia.

Major subjects: Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Sanctions, UN; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

Major subjects: Serbia; Panic, Milan; Refugees.

Major subjects: Serbia; Sanctions, UN.

Major subjects: Appeal of Conscience Foundation; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Serbia.

[225] Electronic Messages: Sarajevo—Sandzak [OA/ID CF01427-003] [1 of 4].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Refugees; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[227] Electronic Messages: Sarajevo—Sandzak [OA/ID CF01427-005] [3 of 4].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

[228] Electronic Messages: Sarajevo—Sandzak [OA/ID CF01427-006] [4 of 4].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subject: Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Peacekeeping forces; UN; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-003] [3 of 17].
Major subjects: Ceasefire agreements; Slovenia; Croatia.

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-004] [4 of 17].
Major subjects: Croatia; Slovenia.
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Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-005] [5 of 17].

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-006] [6 of 17].
Major subjects: Saudi Arabia; Human rights violations; Peace efforts.

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-007] [7 of 17].
Major subjects: Human rights violations; Refugees; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Detention camps.

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-008] [8 of 17].
Major subjects: Detention camps; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Human rights violations;

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-009] [9 of 17].
Major subjects: Detention camps; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-010] [10 of 17].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Detention camps; Serbia; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Detention camps; Serbia; Peace efforts.

Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-012] [12 of 17].
Major subjects: Panic, Milan; Sanctions, UN; Russia.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international.
Major subjects: Non-aligned movement; NATO; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Human rights violations.


[245] Electronic Messages: Yugoslavia [OA/ID CF01428-017] [17 of 17].
Major subjects: UN Security Council Resolutions; Human rights violations.

Major subject: Slovenia.

Major subjects: Human rights violations; Detention camps; Peace efforts.


[249] Bosnia-Hercegovina: July 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-003] [3 of 6].
Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); NATO.

Major subjects: United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Peacekeeping forces; Refugees; Humanitarian aid, international; Sanctions, UN.

[251] Bosnia-Hercegovina: July 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-005] [5 of 6].
Major subject: Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Armed forces, international; Defense Department, U.S.

[253] Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-007] [1 of 7].
Major subjects: Bush, George H. W.; Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-008] [2 of 7].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Serbian Orthodox Bishops; Detention camps; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Ethnic cleansing; Humanitarian aid, international; UN.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-009] [3 of 7].
*Major subject:* Human rights violations.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-010] [4 of 7].
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Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-011] [5 of 7].
*Major subjects:* State Department; Humanitarian aid, U.S.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-012] [6 of 7].

Bosnia-Hercegovina: August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-013] [7 of 7].
*Major subject:* Public opinion.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: Volume II, August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-014] [1 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Public opinion; Detention camps; Human rights violations; Press/media.


Bosnia-Hercegovina: Volume II, August 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-016] [3 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Human rights violations; Press/media; Ethnic cleansing; Bush, George H. W.
Major subjects: Bush, George H. W.; Serbian Orthodox Bishops; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Detention camps.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Detention camps; Hadley, Stephen J.

Major subjects: Cardinal Bernard Law; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Human rights violations; Press/media; Somalia.

Major subjects: Press/media; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Detention camps; Human rights violations.

Major subjects: Ethnic cleansing; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subject: Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Military intervention, international; State Department; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[270] Bosnia-Hercegovina: September 1992 [OA/ID CF01475-022] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Detention camps; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Press/media; Iraq.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Military intervention, international.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Press/media; Iraq.
Daily Teleconference Aid to Bosnia [OA/ID CF01475-027] [1 of 2].

Daily Teleconference Aid to Bosnia [OA/ID CF01475-028] [2 of 2].
Major subjects: UN Security Council Resolutions; UN Security Council Resolutions; Humanitarian aid, international.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: January-June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-001] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.
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Bosnia-Hercegovina: January-June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-002] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Serbia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Humanitarian aid, international.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: January-June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-003] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Humanitarian aid, international; Peace efforts.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-004] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees; Serbia; Sanctions, U.S.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-005] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-006] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Public opinion; S.R. 306.

Major subject: Press/media.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992—DC Meeting: Yugoslavia, June 4 [OA/ID CF01476-008].
Major subject: Sanctions, UN.
Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 (continued) [OA/ID CF01476-009] [1 of 2].
Major subjects: Karadzic, Radovan; Humanitarian aid, international; Izetbegovic, Aliza; Bush, George H. W.; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Refugees.

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 (continued) [OA/ID CF01476-010] [2 of 2].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 (continued)—DC Meeting June 24, 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-012].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Nuclear non-proliferation; Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START).

Bosnia-Hercegovina: June 1992 (continued)—DC Meeting June 17, 1992 [OA/ID CF01476-011].

Yugoslavia: Meetings [OA/ID CF01476-020].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peace efforts.

Yugoslavia: Recognition [OA/ID CF01476-024].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Ceasefire agreements; Political negotiations.

Yugoslavia: Directorate Papers and Background [OA/ID CF01476-014].
Major subject: Europe.

Yugoslavia: Peacekeeping [OA/ID CF01476-023].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Refugees.

Yugoslavia: Republics [OA/ID CF01476-025] [1 of 2].
Major subjects: Serbian Krajina, Republic of; Croatia; Peace efforts.

Yugoslavia: Republics [OA/ID CF01476-026] [2 of 2].
Major subjects: Croatia; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.

Yugoslavia: UN [OA/ID CF01476-028].
Major subjects: UN; Peacekeeping forces; UN Security Council Resolutions; Arms embargo.

Yugoslavia: CSCE [OA/ID CF01476-013].

Yugoslavia: Third Countries [OA/ID CF01476-027].
Yugoslavia: Intelligence & Analysis [OA/ID CF01476-018] [1 of 2].
Major subjects: Refugees; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Croatia.

Yugoslavia: Intelligence & Analysis [OA/ID CF01476-019] [2 of 2].
Major subjects: Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Croatia; Refugees; Political negotiations; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Monitoring, international; Hungary.

Yugoslavia: Media [OA/ID CF01476-021].
Major subjects: United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Peacekeeping forces; UN Security Council Resolutions; Humanitarian aid, international; Peace efforts; State Department.

Yugoslavia: EC [OA/ID CF01476-015] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; UN.

Yugoslavia: EC [OA/ID CF01476-016] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Political negotiations; Croatia; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA).

Yugoslavia: EC [OA/ID CF01476-017] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Europe; Bush, George H. W.

Major subject: Peace efforts.

Major subjects: Peace efforts; Europe; European Community; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Peacekeeping forces; Croatia; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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Electronic Messages: Bosnia, April 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-003] [1 of 5].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Political negotiations; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Chemical weapons; Ceasefire agreements.

Electronic Messages: Bosnia, April 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-004] [2 of 5].
Major subjects: Ceasefire agreements; Bosnia-Herzegovina.
[306] Electronic Messages: Bosnia, April 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-005] [3 of 5].
Major subject: Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Vance, Cyrus R.; Peacekeeping forces; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[308] Electronic Messages: Bosnia, April 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-007] [5 of 5].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Ceasefire agreements; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Ceasefire agreements; Bosnia-Herzegovina; United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Izetbegovic, Aliza.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Political negotiations.

Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Carrington, Lord; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Izetbegovic, Aliza; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Bosnia-Herzegovina; Yugoslav People's Army (JNA).

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Refugees; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).

Major subjects: Ethnic cleansing; Serbian Democratic Party (SDS); Yugoslav People's Army (JNA); Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Izetbegovic, Aliza.
[318] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia, June 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-017] [5 of 5].**
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; UN; Peacekeeping forces.

*Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, international; Military intervention, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Izetbegovic, Aliza.

*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

*Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[323] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia, August 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-022] [1 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Military intervention, international.

[324] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia, August 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-023] [2 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Military intervention, international.

[325] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia, August 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-024] [3 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Military intervention, international.

[326] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia, September 1992 [OA/ID CF01542-025] [1 of 5].**
*Major subject:* Humanitarian aid, international.
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[327] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia [OPA/ID CF01542-026] [2 of 5].**
*Major subjects:* Detainees; Bosnia-Herzegovina.
[328] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-027] [3 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Detainees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; London Conference; Peace efforts; Humanitarian aid, international; Humanitarian aid, international; Overflights; Italy.

[329] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-028] [4 of 5].
*Major subjects:* United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Bosnia-Herzegovina; Peacekeeping forces; Humanitarian aid, international; Overflights; Italy.

[330] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-029] [5 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, international; Overflights; Italy.

[331] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-030] [1 of 7].
*Major subjects:* Peace efforts; UN; "No-fly" zone; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[332] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-031] [2 of 7].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Peace efforts.

[333] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-032] [3 of 7].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Russia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Turkey.

[334] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-033] [4 of 7].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Serbia.

[335] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-034] [5 of 7].
*Major subjects:* "No-fly" zone; Peacekeeping forces; Bosnia-Herzegovina; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).

[336] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-035] [6 of 7].
*Major subjects:* NATO; Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Detainees; Refugees; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[337] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-036] [7 of 7].
*Major subject:* Bosnia-Herzegovina

[338] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-037] [1 of 3].
*Major subjects:* "No-fly" zone; Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Sanctions, UN; UN Security Council; UN Security Council Resolutions.
[339] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-038] [2 of 3].
*Major subjects:* UN Security Council; Sanctions, UN; Serbia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; "No-fly" zone; UN Security Council Resolutions.

[340] **Electronic Messages: Bosnia** [OA/ID CF01542-039] [3 of 3].
*Major subjects:* General Organization of the Islamic Conference; Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone.

[341] **Bosnia-Herzegovina** [OA/ID CF01545-005] [1 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Detainees; "No-fly" zone; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Kosovo; Refugees; European Council; Armed forces, U.S.

[342] **Bosnia-Herzegovina** [OA/ID CF01545-006] [2 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Humanitarian aid, international; Human rights violations; Detention camps.

[343] **Bosnia-Herzegovina** [OA/ID CF01545-007] [3 of 5].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).

[344] **Bosnia-Herzegovina** [OA/ID CF01545-008] [4 of 5].

[345] **Bosnia-Herzegovina** [OA/ID CF01545-009] [5 of 5].
*Major subject:* Geneva Convention.

[346] **Bosnia-Herzegovina: Volume II** [OA/ID CF01545-010] [1 of 4].
*Major subjects:* "Balkan futures game"; Conflict simulation.

[347] **Bosnia-Herzegovina: Volume II** [OA/ID CF01545-011] [2 of 4].
*Major subjects:* Defense department, U.S.; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Human rights violations; "No-fly" zone; Croatia; Refugees; Detainees.

[348] **Bosnia-Herzegovina: Volume II** [OA/ID CF01545-012] [3 of 4].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; Sanctions, UN; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Croatia; Albania; Bulgaria; Czechoslovakia; Hungary; Romania; Slovenia.

[349] **Bosnia-Herzegovina: Volume II** [OA/ID CF01545-013] [4 of 4].
*Major subjects:* Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; "No-fly" zone; Human rights violations.
Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01545-014] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; UN Security Council.

Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01545-015] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone.
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Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01545-016] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international; "No-fly" zone; Refugees; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01566-001] [1 of 5].
Major subject: Kosovo.

Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01566-002] [2 of 5].
Major subject: Kosovo.

Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01566-003] [3 of 5].
Major subject: Kosovo.

Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01566-004] [4 of 5].
Major subjects: Kosovo; Albania.

Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01566-005] [5 of 5].
Major subject: Kosovo.

Electronic Messages: Krajina [OA/ID CF015661-006].

Electronic Messages: London Conference [OA/ID CF01566-016] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: London Conference; Sanctions, UN; Serbia.

Electronic Messages: London Conference [OA/ID CF01566-017] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Human rights violations; London Conference; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Sanctions, UN.
Major subjects: London Conference; Ethnic cleansing; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.


Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subjects: Macedonia; Ethnic Albanians.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subjects: Greece; Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subject: Macedonia.

Major subjects: Panic, Milan; Serbia.

Major subjects: Human rights violations; Bosnia-Herzegovina; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).

Major subjects: Chemical weapons; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[378] Electronic Messages: Bosnia—ICRC [OA/ID CF01601-008] [3 of 3].
Major subject: Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[379] Electronic Messages: Bosnia (miscellaneous) [OA/ID CF01601-009] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Press/media; Defense department, U.S.

[380] Electronic Messages: Bosnia (miscellaneous) [OA/ID CF01601-010] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Arms embargo; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[381] Electronic Messages: Bosnia (miscellaneous) [OA/ID CF01601-011] [3 of 3].
Major subject: Peace efforts.
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[382] Electronic Messages: Bosnia—UNHCR: Humaid [OA/ID CF01601-12] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; Sanctions, UN; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Refugees; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Peacekeeping forces; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Refugees; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

[385] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-001] [1 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Tudjman, Franjo.

[386] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-002] [2 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).

[387] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-003] [3 of 10].
Major subjects: Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Peace efforts; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[388] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-004] [4 of 10].
Major subjects: Peace efforts; Croatia.

[389] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-005] [5 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Yugoslav People's Army (JNA).

[390] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-006] [6 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Refugees.

[391] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-007] [7 of 10].
Major subject: Croatia.

[392] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-008] [8 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).

[393] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-009] [9 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Peacekeeping forces; United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR); Refugees.

[394] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01602-010] [10 of 10].
Major subjects: Croatia; Ceasefire agreements.
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[397] **Electronic Messages: Croatian Military [OA/ID CF01602-013] [3 of 5].**
*Major subjects:* Croatia; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Tudjman, Franjo; Izetbegovic, Aliza; Humanitarian aid, international; Slovenia; Peace efforts.

[398] **Electronic Messages: Croatian Military [OA/ID CF01602-014] [4 of 5].**
*Major subjects:* Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Humanitarian aid, international; Military intervention, international.

[399] **Electronic Messages: Croatia Military [OA/ID CF01602-015] [5 of 5].**
*Major subjects:* Military intervention, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

[400] **Electronic Messages: Croatia Air—Croatia Domestic [OA/ID CF01602-016] [1 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Overflights; Italy.

[401] **Electronic Messages: Croatia Air—Croatia Domestic [OA/ID CF01602-017] [2 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Peace efforts; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Croatian Republic of Herzeg-Bosnia; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Tudjman, Franjo; Izetbegovic, Aliza.

[402] **Electronic Messages: Croatia Air—Croatia Domestic [OA/ID CF01602-018] [3 of 3].**
*Major subjects:* Croatia; Tudjman, Franjo; Izetbegovic, Aliza; Bosnia-Herzegovina.
[403] Electronic Messages: Kosovo [OA/ID CF01746-015].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Kosovo; Peace efforts; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subjects: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.


Major subject: Human rights violations.

[407] Electronic Messages: Macedonia [OA/ID CF01746-017] [1 of 3].
Major subjects: Macedonia; France.

[408] Electronic Messages: Macedonia [OA/ID CF01746-018] [2 of 3].
Major subjects: Macedonia; UN; Peacekeeping forces.

[409] Electronic Messages: Macedonia [OA/ID CF01746-019] [3 of 3].
Major subjects: Macedonia; Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).

[410] Electronic Messages: Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01746-003] [1 of 4].
Major subjects: Humanitarian aid, international; "No-fly" zone; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: Military intervention, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[412] Electronic Messages: Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01746-005] [3 of 4].
Major subjects: UN Security Council Resolutions; Refugees; Military intervention, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

[413] Electronic Messages: Bosnia-Herzegovina [OA/ID CF01746-006] [4 of 4].
Major subjects: Military intervention, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; "No-fly" zone.

[414] Electronic Messages: Croatia [OA/ID CF01746-007].
Major subjects: Tudjman, Franjo; Croatia; Bosnia-Herzegovina.
[415] Balkans [OA/ID CF01746-002].
Major subjects: Sanctions, UN; Bulgaria.

Major subjects: Izetbegovic, Aliza; Military intervention, international; Press/media; "No-fly" zone; Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Major subjects: U.S. National Strategy Commission; H.R. 284; Military intervention, international; "No-fly" zone; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

Major subject: Izetbegovic, Aliza.

Major subjects: Human rights violations; Military intervention, international.

[420] Croatia: 1992 [OA/ID CF01747-007] [1 of 4].
Major subjects: Croatia; Human rights violations; Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); Humanitarian aid, international.
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Major subjects: Refugees; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, international.

[422] Croatia: 1992 [OA/ID CF01747-009] [3 of 4].
Major subjects: Croatia; Refugees; Zadar.

Major subject: Croatia.

[424] DCI (Director of Central Intelligence) Interagency Balkan Task Force [OA/ID CF01747-012] [1 of 3].
[425] DCI (Director of Central Intelligence) Interagency Balkan Task Force [OA/ID CF01747-013] [2 of 3].
Major subject: Humanitarian aid, international.

[426] DCI (Director of Central Intelligence) Interagency Balkan Task Force [OA/ID CF01747-014] [3 of 3].

[427] Kosovo [OA/ID CF01747-019].
Major subjects: Ethnic Albanians; Kosovo; Press/media.

[428] Balkans [OA/ID CF01747-002].

[429] Macedonia [OA/ID CF01747-002].
Major subjects: Macedonia; Sanctions, UN.

[430] Yugoslavia: Sanctions [OA/ID CF01748-016] [1 of 5].

[431] Yugoslavia: Sanctions [OA/ID CF01748-017] [2 of 5].

[432] Yugoslavia: Sanctions [OA/ID CF01748-018] [3 of 5].

[433] Yugoslavia: Sanctions [OA/ID CF01748-019] [4 of 5].

[434] Yugoslavia: Sanctions [OA/ID CF01748-020] [5 of 5].

Major subjects: Human rights violations; Humanitarian aid, international; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of.


[437] Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF017481-008] [1 of 8].

Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF017481-010] [3 of 8].
Major subjects: Serbia; Sanctions, UN.

Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF017481-011] [4 of 8].

Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF017481-012] [5 of 8].
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Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF01748-013] [6 of 8].
Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Croatia; Humanitarian aid, UN; United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF01748-014] [7 of 8].
Major subjects: Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of; Sanctions, UN; Serbia; Sarajevo, Yugoslavia; Zagreb; Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, UN.

Yugoslavia: December 1992 [OA/ID CF01748-015] [8 of 8].
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Major subjects: Bosnia-Herzegovina; Humanitarian aid, UN; Sanctions, UN; Serbia; Detention camps.
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